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CSs – Development so far

Since the SES I and II package approvals, a number of 
Community Specifications (CSs) have been developed:
To meet relevant Implementing Rules (IRs) and/or 
To meet Essential Requirements (ERs) coming from the Interoperability 
Regulation EC 552/2004.
The start of CS development was based on an idea resulting from an 
ETSI early activity assuming that these topics were already covered by 
reliable existing material and/or procedures and corresponded to 
system/constituents soon to be implemented.
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Today’s state is:
The Standardisation and Regulatory Roadmap activities in SESAR have 
been launched. 
The work on Commission’s initial mandates for CSs have been nearly 
completed. CS in support of ADQ IR and MSI IR still to be developed CS 
on APV not finalised
The interaction between the Interoperability Regulation EC 552/2004 and 
the EASA Basic Regulation EC 216/2008 amended by EC 1108/2009 is not 
yet fully understood.



ANSP Experience of CSs to date
CSs are too prescriptive as a means of compliance

Contains more detail than necessary for regulatory compliance

Contains more functionalities than the IR requires

Includes options that NSAs might consider as absolute requirements

Because they are to be applied as a whole.

CSs places restrictions on ANSPs Architecture

Not achievable until we have a common EATMN architecture

Selection of constituents in the CSs can lead to applicability problems which 
leads to ANSP/stakeholders increase in work and cost for no/little benefit

CSs create more work with no/little operational benefit
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CSs create more work with no/little operational benefit

The presumed reference material was not mature enough or complete enough

ESOs had to develop additional material

Development took more time

Developing a CS takes time that could affect deployment dates.

A CS development, being an additional activity after the publication of the 
associated standard, it  could lead to delay the system/constituent procurement 
start



The Benefit of Standards and 
Specifications

In general standards are a means for harmonisation and for 
widening the market by ensuring an equal and fair competitive 
playing field for all stakeholders
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the development of a standard is beneficial if

there is broad support by the ATM-actors recognising this need of 
best practices

there is broad useage of the standard

the costs for the components developed according to the standard 
will decrease. 



The Benefit of CSs

CSs provide the legal assurance that regulatory requirements 
[coming from either Essential Requirements (ER) of the IOP 
Regulation 552/04 or from related Implementing Rules (IR) on 
Interoperability] are met when a CS is used as a means of 
compliance

reduction of effort to show evidence to the NSA

Using CS minimises the cost of Conformity Assessment
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The information on how the Regulation (ERs or IRs) is satisfied 
by the CS requirements is shown through a Traceability Matrix 
between Regulation requirements and CSs requirements, which 
is in fact the added value of a CS over a Technical Specification 
or Standard.

The CSs developed should be at the minimum cost by making 
full use of existing standards



The Beneficial Development Process

The development of the various documents should follow the 
chronological order

identification of a need for standardisation

Development, validation and publication of a standard/specification

development of the regulatory reference matrix and publication of 
the CS based upon the existing standards
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the CS based upon the existing standards

where coordinated implementation of the standard is required 
or regarded as beneficial, the creation of an IR may be 
considered



Example of Suboptimal Process
Aeronautical Data Quality (ADQ)

Development of the IR

disagreement on the content

disagreement on implementation dates

Creation of Community Specifications

disagreement on their content and scope (wider scope than the 
strict IR complinace)
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strict IR complinace)

Presumption that they scope the CS 

agreement that the scope of the specifications is far beyond the IR 
requirements

Bypassing the legal CS process responsibilities (as defined in the 
IOP Regulation 552/2004)



Example of a Good Process (1)

Performance Based Navigation (PBN)

Draft mandate by the Commission from March 3rd 2011

“During the identification of functionalities to be used in en-route 
and terminal airspace, the following shall be considered:

scalable required navigation performance (RNP);

radius to fix (RF);

fixed radius transition (FRT);

reduced airspace holding;
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reduced airspace holding;

required time of arrival (RTA);

vertical navigation path (VNAV Path); and

tactical parallel offset.“, 

„Eurocontrol shall take into account … any relevant material… :

ICAO documents such as the Chicago Convention and its Annexes, 
guidance material and Assembly Resolution A37-11; and

EUROCAE specifications (ED documents)“



Example of a Good Process (2)

agreement on existing specifications (e.g. ICAO PBN Manual)

user‘s need for harmonisation (ICB recommendation)

scope the IR to the investigated relevant navigation 
performance functionalities

agree on a ground- and onbord-coordinated implementation 
time or period for IR enforcement date(s)

get IR through comitology process
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get IR through comitology process

scope the applicable existing material and create the regulatory 
cross-reference-matrix for the CS

could be done in parallel

get CS through comitology process and publish in the Official 
Journal



Conclusion and Recommendations (1)

CANSO recommends that the ATM-Masterplan –in particular the 
regulatory and standardisation roadmaps- is the major if not 
unique driver for future regulatory activity initiation regarding 
EATMN-systems and constituents.

Develop CS Material only when this is a need

Do not develop a CS where a Technical Specification will suffice
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Do not develop a CS where a Technical Specification will suffice

CANSO recommends that any future initiative for 
standardisation and regulation should rely on broad support by 
the ICB, based upon proposals elaborated through the SESAR 
Master Plan update process reflected in the roadmap and be 
later translated in appropriate ESSIP/SLoAs objectives. 



Conclusion and Reccomendations (2)

CANSO recommends that gradually any existing IRs and CSs are 
amended according to the required principles and adapted to 
the latest state-of-technology for a consistent and sustainable 
regulatory framework.

Observe subsidarity principles to ensure the minimum necessary 
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Observe subsidarity principles to ensure the minimum necessary 
is passed for inclusion in a CS.

Until ANSPs have a common agreed architecture, CSs should 
omit all reference to ATM constituents should remain at a high 
level (functionality level)
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Thank you for your attention


